In this paper the experimental design and modeling of E.coli ER2566 bacteria growth in a bioreactor are presented. The goal of the study is to explore the possibilities to use probabilistic models for bioreactor modeling. Flask tests were performed in conditions corresponding to a full 3 3 experimental design. Based on the flask test results, a 1/3 of the design matrix was chosen for the bioreactor experiments. The bacterial growth data was used to compare the proposed Markov chain model with the modified Grompertz model. The proposed modeling method combines biologically inspired Markov chain with probabilistic growth/no-growth functions. The performance of the Markov chain model was similar to the performance of the Grompertz model, giving a good basis for further modeling studies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION Bioreactors have many important applications and are used both for scientific purposes and within the biotechnology and pharmaceuticals industries. (Rodrigues et al. 2011; Ündey et al. 2010) . The traditional bioreactor modeling approach considers only conditions sustaining or maximizing bacterial growth. These first principles models include mainly biologically meaningful parameters, as summarized in Zwietering et al (1990; 1996) and Rosso et al (1995) . Various modeling approaches for fed-batch bioreactors with/ without membranes have been developed based on the Monod's and the Grompertz growth models, see for example Wijtzes et al (2001) , Chenikher et al (2010) , and Ruiz et al (2011) . A complimentary modeling goal, especially important for the food and beverage industry, is the modeling of the conditions preventing bacterial growth. During the past decade the bacterial growth modeling approach has shifted from first principles models to utilization of neural networks and probabilistic modeling methods. Combinations of different probabilistic modeling methods are used for example for microbial risk assessment in the food industry. (Baranyi et al. 2009; Hajmeer & Basheer 2003; Polese et al. 2011) The goal of this study is to explore possibilities to use probabilistic models for bioreactor modeling. In this article, first the experimental set-up and design of the experimental matrix are explained. Then, theory of the deterministic and probabilistic modeling methods is presented. Next, the modified Grompertz model and the Markov model combined with probabilistic models are described. Finally, comparison of the models using the experimental data sets is presented.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fermentation equipment
The BioFlo 110 fermentor system (New Brunswick Scientific) was equipped with a 2 L vessel, a manual sampler system and, probes for temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen. Temperature, pH, agitation, and airflow control loops were included to the system, and data was logged using BioCommandLite program. Temperature was controlled with an external heating blanket and an internal cooling coil. pH was controlled via the ON/OFF peristaltic pumps for acid (0,2M H 2 SO 4 ) and base (1M NaOH) solutions.
Cell cultivation
Escherichia coli ER2566 bacteria cultures were used for the experiments. Autoclaved LB-medium with a composition of 10g/L peptone from casein , 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L NaCl and 4 ml/L NaOH (1M), corresponding to pH 7,5 was used for precultures and fermentation. Pre-inoculum cultures were grown on LB-agar plates. To prepare inoculum, a small amount of bacteria culture was transferred aseptically to a 250 mL shake flask containing 25 mL of LB medium. The flask was incubated in a rotary shaker at 37°C for about 18 hours at 180 rpm.
Fermentation procedure
Airflow (3,3 L/min), agitation speed (600 rpm), and temperature setpoints were adjusted to the desired values. The pH sensor was calibrated with standard solutions and the pH control loop was activated. The dissolved oxygen sensor was calibrated; sensor placed in nitrogen stream corresponded to 0% and sensor placed in the LB medium at the experiment conditions (without glucose and bacteria) corresponded to 100%. The glucose concentration was then adjusted by injecting required amount of 50w% glucose solution. When the initial conditions were reached, the incubated inoculum was injected to the reactor and the data collection was started. The experiment was carried out as batch fermentation without substrate feed; the only additions were acid and base solutions for the pH control. Fermentation was continued until there was no glucose left and, the optical density (OD) and dissolved oxygen (DOX) measurements had stabilized.
Analytical methods
Bacterial growth and glucose consumption were measured from the samples every 30 minutes. Bacteria growth was followed by optical density measurements at 600 nm using Hitachi U1100 spectrophotometer. The samples were diluted in LB medium and adjusted to values between 0,3 and 0,9 OD units. The OD measurements were calibrated against microbiological KIM-count from agar plates using samples from fermentation experiment in the nominal conditions. The relationship between the amount of living cells, N, and OD measurement with R 2 value of 0,9928 was as follows:
The glucose content was measured using AccuChek® Compact Plus blood glucose self-monitoring system (Roche). The measurement range for blood was given 0,6 -33,3 mmol/L. Test solutions for range 1,5 -30 mmol/L were prepared by diluting glucose to LB medium. The measurements were repeatable for the range 1,5 -15 mmol/L, where the relationship between the glucose concentration (S) and measurement(S m ) with R 2 value of 0,9909 was as follows: 
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Experimental design
Temperature, pH and glucose concentration were varied as parameters, while the agitation and airflow were kept constant. In order to choose the experimental design, the extreme conditions sustaining bacterial growth were tested with a three level full factorial design (3 3 ), presented in Table  1 . One mL of inoculum was transferred aseptically to a 0,25 L shake flask containing 25 mL LB medium and incubated in a rotary shaker in given temperature, pH and glucose concentration for 5 hours at 180 rpm. The bacteria growth was feasible at temperature range 22 -44°C and at pH range 4,5 -9,0. The glucose measurement range limited the initial concentration under 15mmol/L. The full factorial design is presented in Table 1 . The increase of cell mass during the five hours test period is given as ratio between the initial and 8th IFAC Symposium on Advanced Control of Chemical Processes Furama Riverfront, Singapore, July 10-13, 2012 the final optical density OD5/OD0. The glucose consumption, S c , is calculated by dividing the glucose consumption (at the end of the flask test) with the initial glucose concentration. The full factorial design gave a large variation in the bacterial growth and glucose consumption, and thus provided good initial conditions for the full scale fermentation experiments. The main effects on the growth curves were studied using 1/3 of the full factorial design (3 3-1 ) with two replicates in the center point. The experimental design matrix is presented in Table 2 . 
Where A is the asymptotic value of y, μ max is the maximum specific growth rate, and λ is the lag time. Several formulations relating temperature, pH, water activity and concentration of various chemical components to the maximum specific growth rate are suggested. The principle of multiplication of effects to estimate the maximal growth rate is applied in various studies, for example Rosso et al (1995) with application to E.coli O157:H7 and Zwietering et al (1996) with application to Bacillus cereus. The suggested maximal growth function is a combination of the growth rate at optimal conditions and independent functions of temperature, pH and other variables such as water activity, a w , formulated as follows:
Various formulations have been suggested for the different effects γ , in this study only the functions in which all the parameters have biological meaning are considered. The temperature function of Zwietering et al (1996) is based on constant values for minimum T min and optimum T opt temperatures as follows:
The pH function of Zwietering et al (1996) is based on constant values for minimum pH min , maximum pH max and optimum pH opt as follows: 
Wijtzes et al (2001) have further tested the multiplicative model formulation for the growth rate by Zwietering et al (1996) , and concluded that the multiplicative model can be used for wide range of variables after performing a statistically satisfactory minimal number of experiments for the parameter estimates. Swinnen et al (2004) have summarized various approaches on the modeling of the lag time λ. A widespread approach is to assume that the product of the lag time λ and the maximum specific growth rate μ max is constant, k.
Markov chain model
During the past decade stochastic modeling of bacterial growth has become more and more popular (Kutalik et al. 2005) . The Markov chain models have been utilized for various applications, for example decision making, condition monitoring, and estimation of population growth. For details on Markov state method, see Pande et al. (2010) . In bacterial cell cultures the cells either grow in size, reproduce by binary cell division or die due to non-life sustaining environmental conditions. The life cycle of a cell culture can be modeled using the biologically inspired Markov chain as follows: A number of physically meaningful cell states and their effect on the population growth (gain) are assigned. Probabilities for the transitions between the cell states are determined. The initial cell population N 0 is divided between the cell states, giving vector (v(t 0 )). Based on the initial population distribution, the transition probabilities (matrix M) and the state gains (matrix K), the bacterial growth over n generation times with length t g can be calculated. The cell distribution of the previous time step v(t-1) is multiplied with matrices M and K.
The cell population at time t, N(t), is the sum of the vector v(t) elements. The generation time of the cells, t g , is reported to follow Gamma distribution (Baranyi et al. 2009 ). In the proposed modeling method the cell states are non-growing (NG), growing (G) and dead (D). Dead cells are taken into account because the instrumental method (spectrophotometry) cannot deviate between living and dead cells. The transition and gain matrices are defined as: Where aa and ba represents transitions to no-growth state (NG), ab and bb represents transitions to growth state (G) and ac and bc transitions to dead state (D). Transition from the dead state (D) to the other states is not possible, thus, transitions ca and cb are 0 and cc is 1. In the proposed modeling approach, the transition probability is related to the growth (transitions ab and bb) /no growth (transitions aa and ba) boundary of the cell cultures, i.e. transitions between states NG and G. Various models for the growth/ no growth boundary have been suggested. A simple approach, presented by Zwietering et al (1992) , combines the environmental effects such as temperature, pH and water activity. This model for probability of bacterial growth, was extended by (Polese et al. 2011) , with the weighted concentration of the inhibitory substances as follows: Where T P , pH P and a w,P are the theoretical values above which growth probability is not affected, C is the concentration of the substance i, and C mi is the minimal inhibitory concentration of the substance i. Probability P is equal to  when  is between [0, 1] . Outside of the range P is 0 or 1. 
RESULTS
Experimental results
The flask test results, given in Table 1 , show large variation in the bacterial growth; Test performed at 37C and 42C gave similar growth values (y), whereas tests at 27C gave much lower growth after 5 hours. This implicates that the growth had just started around 5 hours, the lag time for experiments in 27C can be up to 3-4 hours and reaching the maximum value of the growth curve will take much longer than 5 hours. It is assumed that the cell cultures at 37C and 42C had reach the maximal growth value, and thus the flask test results, without the data for 27C, can be further used for modeling the maximal growth value. The effect of pH to the bacterial growth seems much milder than the effect of temperature. Glucose does not seem to have an inhibitory effect on the growth, which was also confirmed by the modeling results.
Based on the flask test results, the experimental matrix was chosen. In order to have similar variation in the bioreactor experiments, the experimental design matrix, given in Table  2 , was 1/3 of the full flask test design matrix. The bacterial growth curves for the experiments in the bioreactor are presented in Fig. 1 . The experimental results show a large variation in the lag time, the maximum growth rate and the maximum asymptotic value of the growth curve due to the different environmental conditions. In contradiction to the flask experiments, in experiment E8 the bacterial growth started much later and ceased soon after. 
Tuning of the Grompertz model
The modified Grompertz model (equation 3) parameters, given in Table 3 , were fitted using the flask test data and the experimental data set 5B. Equations 4, 5, and 6 were used to predict the maximum specific growth rate and equation (7) to predict the lag time. No literature on the prediction of the asymptotic value A was found, thus different model formulations based on temperature, pH and glucose concentration were tested using the flask test data. The best model fit was achieved with following the quadratic formulation excluding the glucose concentration: [-] 5.73 pH opt [-] 7,5 pH min [-] 3,0 k 3 [-] 3.83 pH max [-] 10,0 pH opt1 [-] 7,15 k 4 [-] -4.20 pH opt2 [-] 7,5 k 5 [-] -2.68 pH max [-] 10,5
Tuning of the Markov model
The Markov model (equation 8, 9 and 10) parameters, given in Table 3 , were fitted using the flask test data and the experimental data set 5B. The generation time, t g , is assumed to follow gamma distribution with expected value of 20 minutes and standard deviation of 3 minutes. The transition probabilities between the states (matrix M) were based on the growth/no-growth models and the assumption that in the experimental conditions cell death is rare event with very low probability. Thus, the transition probability to dead state (D) 8th IFAC Symposium on Advanced Control of Chemical Processes Furama Riverfront, Singapore, July 10-13, 2012
was set to 0.001 (ac=bc=0,001). The transition probability from no-growth (NG) to growth (G) corresponding to matrix M element ab was set to equal to P. The transition probability from growth (G) to growth (G), bb, is smaller than ab due to biological restrictions, i.e. only a fraction of divided cells are large enough to divide after one generation time t g . The value of matrix M element bb was tuned to P/5. The transition probabilities to no-growth state (NG), aa and ab, were determined based on the condition that the sum of each matrix row must equal to 1. The transition matrix was defined as follows:
The transition probability P to growth state was modeled using the multiplicative probability models for growth as follows: 
Where the optimal range is given between [opt 1 ,opt 2 ]. Parameter m 1 was tuned using the flask test data, for temperature m 1 =2 and for pH m 1 =0.5. The environmental change between the inoculum (subscript in ) and the bioreactor was modeled as the average sum of the volume ratio, V, and the stirring speed ratio, r. This environmental disturbance function was delayed so that the effect fades away after a few generation times (n).
The effect of the substrate on the growth is the opposite of an inhibition effect. The value is decreasing from 1 to 0 as the substrate is consumed. 
Modeling results
The modeling methods were compared using the root mean square error index for all the 10 data sets (E1-E9). The RMSE values are given in Table 4 . The optimization of the Grompertz model parameters was successful after a feasible function for the parameter A was found. The fit of the Grompertz model to the calibration data is better than Markov model, because the Markov model parameters cannot be automatically tuned, but tuning is based on trial and error. The modeling results for the calibration data set 5B are given in Fig. 2. The Grompertz model gave good fit to the growth curves similar to the calibration data set, E3, E5A and E6. The Markov model was found to reasonably fit well with the growth curves without large lag period, such as data sets E5A, E7 and E9. Modeling results for the experimental data set E7 are given in Fig. 3 . Neither of the models was able to explain the negative growth during the lag period in data sets E2 and E3, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The models do not have such function that could predict decrease of cell mass. The bacterial growth in experiment E8 was inconsistent with the flask experiments, and thus neither, of the models explain the unexpected growth behavior. The Markov chain model with probabilistic functions on growth/no-growth provides a good starting point for the further development of the modeling methodology, using for example Bayesian functions. The modeling results should also be compared to Monte Carlo simulations and other probabilistic modeling methods that have gained increasing interest in the biotechnology and pharmaceuticals sectors. Further on, possibilities to utilize of the models for control purposes will be studied. 
